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ABSTRACT 

Programming practice is limited by labor costs such as implementation design, 
program development, debugging, and maintenance (including evolution and 
integration). Because resource utilization is often difficult to predict precisely, the 
economics of software developement also depends on the risk of the implementa- 
tion failing to meet its performance requirements. Consequently, complex algo- 
rithms are frequently avoided in large systems - even in optimizing compilers, 
where run-time performance of the compiled code is so important. 

Our aim is to overcome some of these limitations by means of a transformational 
programming tool that facilitates implementation of complex algorithms with 
guaranteed worst-case asymptotic time and space. RAPTS, a working prototype 
of such a tool is scheduled to be demonstrated at ESOP '90. 

This paper is in two parts. In part I we specify a general finite differencing frame- 
work that unifies aspects of compiler and programming methodologies, and is the 
basis for one of the three main transformations implemented in RAPTS. In Part II 
we illustrate how the transformational methodology underlying RAPTS can be 
used to improve the implementation of its own finite differencing transformation. 
Improved reduction in strength models and algorithms for conventional languages 
are produced as an outgrowth of this discussion. 

1. Introduction. 

Finite Differencing is an old and very useful mathematical idea that can speed up computa- 
tion by replacing repeated costly calculations by more efficient incremental counterparts. Suppose 
we have a costly computation f(xl ..... x~) in a program region R of high execution frequency. Then 
if we can maintain equality E = f(x I ..... x~) as an invariant within R (at all points where f(x 1 ..... x~) 
needs to be computed) by executing inexpensive modifications to E whenever any parameter 
xi i=1 ..... n is modified, then we can replace all occurrences off(x1 ..... x~) in R by the stored value 
E. This idea is well established in compiler methodology, where it underlies the classical method 
of strength reduction (see Cooke et. al.[3, 8,9]). It also plays a major role in programming metho- 
dology, for which see Dijkstra[12], Earley[14-16], and Gries[24]. 

In this paper we seek to extend and unify the finite differencing technology found in low level 
compilers under a single framework, which generalizes the abstract invafiant found in Paige[37]. 

1 This work is partly based cn research supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract No. N00014-87-K-0461. 
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We introduce several successively more general definitions of Finite Differencing program 
transformations. The most general of these transformations is used to derive efficient algorithms to 
implement each of these. This work overcomes several conceptual and algorithmic shortcomings 
in current strength reduction methods for conventional optimizing compilers. We also show how 
certain major aspects of high level programming are susceptible to automation. 

The paper is organized as follows. The remainder of this section sketches a brief history of 
finite differencing. This is followed by preliminary notations and assumptions. The next section 
presents a comprehensive language independent specification of symbolic finite differencing in the 
form of a conditional rewrite system. In part II of this paper we present a taxonomy of restricted 
finite differencing problems and algorithmic solutions. The presentation makes use of set theoretic 
finite differencing to derive these solutions. 

1.1. History 
Finite Differencing has special historical significance in Computer Science. Henry Goldstine 

traced the idea back to Henry Briggs, a 16th century mathematician who, faced with the formidable 
limitations imposed on the speed with which he could perform manual calculations, discovered the 
technique of finite differencing to evaluate successive polynomial values using difference polyno- 
mials[22]. 

Briggs was a skilled 'calculator', whose task was to compute a d-th degree polynomial p(x) at 
points xo + i x A, i=1 .... for some constant A. Letting po(x) = p(x), he recognized that each poly- 
nomial pi(x) = Pi-I (x+A) - Pi-l(X) has degree less than or equal to d - i  and that pd(X) is a constant, 
possibly 0. Moreover, simple rearrangement of the preceding formulas led Briggs to calculate each 
successive polynomial value p(xo+ i><A) using only d sums instead of the d sums and d products 
required by Homer's Rule. Briggs's method produced the following calculations: 

X := X 0 

compute ti :=pi(x) fori=0,1 ..... d 
Repeat 

print to 
compute ti := ti + ti+l for i=0,...d-1 
X :=  X+A 

Ot is believed that the special case of finite differencing for linear polynomials was known to the 
Phoenicians in antiquity [28].) The preceding code maintains equalities ti = pi(x) for i=0 ..... d as 
invarian~ at the point where the polynomial value p(x) needs to be printed. Consequently, the 
costly repeated calculation of p(x) is made redundant and can be avoided by simply retrieving the 
stored value to. These invariants are established by de novo calculations (using, say, Homer's 
Rule) on entry to the loop, and are reestablished by incremental updates to ti, i=O ..... d when they 
are spoiled by the modification to x inside the loop. 

Several hundred years later Babbage proposed to conserve manual labor further and improve 
reliability of polynomial tabulation by having a special purpose computer, his Analytic Difference 
Engine, ,execute the main loop of Briggs's algorithm after its registers would he supplied with ini- 
tial values for ti i=O ..... d. As Goldstine points out, finite differencing was the main idea underly- 
ing digital computers up through World War II, when such computers were used to produce gun- 
nery tables [23]. 

However,, Briggs's finite difference method embodies ideas extending well beyond the con- 
text in which he applied it. These ideas are of central importance to both compiler and 
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programming methodologies. The essence of Briggs's idea underlies the classical method of 
strength reduction[2, 8,9,30,44], a Fortran optimization that speeds up code by recognizing and 
maintaining arithmetic invariants. An extensive discussion of the method appears in Cocke and 
Schwartz [9], where it seems to be regarded as the most important machine independent optimiza- 
tion, generalizing redundant code elimination, constant propagation, and code motion. However, 
as we shall see, the method presented in Cooke and Schwartz is impractical for polynomials of 
degree greater than one. 

Extending finite differencing to set theoretic expressions was initiated by Jay Earley [16], and 
developed by Fong et. al. [18-20], and Paige, et. al. [33-35,37]. Proposals for implementation 
designs as high level compiler optimizations are due to Fong [19], Paige[34,37], Rosen[41], and 
Tarjan [47]. 

The finite differencing idea has also been developed in the implementation of programming 
language environments, principally in attribute evaluation and reevaluation. Since the semantic 
rules in an attribute grammar are invariants defined with respect to an underlying grammar, various 
techniques to establish and maintain these invariants relative to modifications to syntactic units in 
the parse tree have been developed. Of particular importance is the elegant attribute reevaluation 
algorithm of Reps, et. al. [39], the incremental method of handling aggregate attributes of Hoover 
and Teitelbaum [26], and the coupling of database relations to an attribute grammar by Horwitz 
and Teitelbaum [27]. Aiming for a general tool to develop incremental software, Yellin and Strom 
developed a stream-like language called INC with a compiler that automatically generates provably 
efficient incremental programs from nonincremental specifications[53]. Their language includes 
relational algebra augmented with transitive closure, arithmetic, and abstract data types such as 
fixed length tuples and bags There are also a large number of heuristic approaches to the formid- 
able task of incremental program optimization, which, while related to differencing, in their goals, 
have only achieved advantages in performance for limited special cases. One of the more general 
of these approaches has been suggested by Marlowe and Ryder[31]. 

The other area of systems where differencing plays an important direct role is in database 
concrete view maintenance and its application to integrity control. Here we mention the work of 
Bemstein et. al. [5], Koenig and Paige[29, 36], and Roussopoulis[42]. Differencing has also been 
critical in fixed point calculations needed to process recursive database queries efficiently (see for 
example, BanciUaon[4] or Whang and Navathe[51]). More general methods of integrating dif- 
ferencing with efficient fixed point calculations are found in Cai and Paige[6, 7]. 

The principle of maintaining invariants in order to make costly operations redundant was elu- 
cidated by Dijkstra[12], Gries[24], and many others as essential to the design of efficient algo- 
rithms. However, their approaches used sweeping aesthetic principles to choose invariants instead 
of formal criteria based on syntactic analysis of the program being designed. Although the idea has 
been mainly developed for imperative languages, it seems to have generic relevance to a variety of 
programming styles, including logic programming (see Petorossi[38] and Saeca and Zaniolo[43]; a 
similiarity with 'semi-naive evaluation' is noted by UUman[49]) and functional programming (see 
Meertens[32] and Smith[46]). 
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2. Notations and Conventions 

2.1. Language 

Although we will formulate finite differencing independent of any specific language, the 
ideas will be illustrated for imperative languages using a wide spectrum of dictions from the fami- 
liar arithmetic notations in Algol and Fortran to the finite set, map, and tuple expressions of 
SETL[45]. With a few exceptions to be described, we will use set theoretic expressions that con- 
form to universally accepted mathematical notations. 

One such exception is the overloaded cardinality operator #s, which denotes the number of 
elements in a set or tuple s. Another is the choice operation ~ s, which denotes an arbitrary ele- 
ment selected from the set s. If s is empty, then the value of-:s is undefined. Of particular impor- 
tance is the SEll.. set former {x ~ s I k(x)}, which denotes the set of  elements in a set or tuple s 
satisfying predicate k(x). An example of  a slightly more general set former is {(x+y)2: x e s, y e t 
I odd(x+)9}, which denotes the set of squares of  odd sums x+y, where x e s and y ~ t. A map f is  a 
finite set of  ordered pairs with domain {x: Ix,y] e f} and range {y: [x,y] e f}. Thus, a map can be 
a single-valued function or a multi-valued binary relation. The function retrieval term fix) denotes 
the value of  function f at domain point x. If  x does not belong to the domain of  f or if f contains 
two or more different pairs with first component value x, then f(x) is undefined. We use the image 
set notation f{x} to denote the set {y: [u,y] ~ f I u = x}. If s is a set, then the extended image set 
f[s] denoltes the set {y: [x,y] e f l x e s}. Tuple formers resemble set formers except that square 
brackets are used instead of  curly brackets. For example, [sal(x): x ~ dept] is a tuple listing the 
salaries (with repetitions allowed) of all members of the set dept. 

Adding an element x to a set s is denoted by s with:= x. If  x is undefined, then s is 
unchanged, and if s is initially undefined, it will be assigned {x}. To delete an element x from s, 
we use the notation s less:= x. Assignments of the form x op:= y abbreviate x := x op y. We use 
the for-loop control structure 

(for x e s) 
block(x) 

end 

to execute block (a sequence of statements) for each value x belonging to s. I f  s is a set, then we 
execute block for each value of  x without repetition and in any order. If s is a tuple, then block is 
executed for every component value of s from the first to the last component. In either case, itera- 
tion proceeds through the initial value of  s on entry to the loop (as through a copy of  s, and cannot 
be affected by modifications to s within block). 

2.2. Assumptions 

The main goal, to be discussed last, is to apply finite differencing to program regions gen- 
erated by transformation from high level functional specifications. In this context information 
about corttrol flow, frequency of  execution, and a great deal more useful information about these 
regions m:e supplied by the same transformations generating these regions. However, in order to 
make connections with existing compiler techniques in which control flow analysis is a required 
prerequisite for any code motion (see Cocke and Schwartz[9], Fong[19], Allen, Cooke, and Ken- 
nedy[3], Rosen[41], and Tarjan[47]), we can make a few simplifying assumptions. We assume that 
programs are single entry region of  high execution frequency in which each expression is executed 
with roughly the same frequency and statements can be executed in any order. Essentially the 
same assumptions are found in the classical papers on strength reduction, e.g. Cocke and Ken- 
nedy[8]. 
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We also assume expressions are side-affect free and behave like functions. Issues of safety 
and numerical precision are also regarded as orthogonal to the discussion here. Thus we assume 
arbitrary precision arithmetic. 

3. Finite Differencing Framework 

It is useful to formulate Finite Differencing in a general language-independent way that treats 
issues of correctness and efficiency separately. This section is entirely concerned with the correct- 
ness of a finite differencing framework that generalizes the earlier frameworks of Paige and 
Koenig[33] and Paige[37]. Part II of this paper presents efficient solutions. 

There are three broad objectives in improving programs by Finite Differencing - (1) syntactic 
recognition of computational bottlenecks appearing within a program l~, (2) choosing invariants 
whose maintenance inside P allows these bottlenecks to be removed; and (3) scheduling how col- 
lections of invariants can be maintained in P. To achieve these objectives we need to provide a 
syntactic characterization of bottlenecks (including the program contexts in which they may be 
avoided) and invariants (and the program contexts in which they can be usefully maintained). That 
is, we need to recognize a language of bottlenecks generated by composition and parameter substi- 
tution from elementary forms; we also need to apply a finite difference calculns to schedule code 
that maintains collections of possibly interacting invariants so that these bottlenecks can be 
removed. 

Just a few informal examples of Finite Differencing indicate the wide range of applications 
that are possible. For a simplest example consider a product xxc appearing in the array access for- 
mula to be computed repeatedly in a program loop, where c is constant and x is a loop index vari- 
able modified only by fixed increments. Such a product can be replaced by less expensive succes- 
sive additions. If the language has polynomial datatypes, then whenever a polynomial is used for 
tabulation, we can apply Briggs's method directly. The expense of database queries in an environ- 
ment supporting a limited number of primitive update operations can be mitigated by maintaining 
appropriate invariants with dynamic indexes. A naive specification of Dijkstra's shortest path 
aigorithm[13], in which the greedy computation of a local minimum is made explicit, can be 
implemented efficiently using the Fibonacci Heap of Fredman and Tarjan[21]. Both John Cooke 
and Ralph Wachter have observed the importance of Finite Differencing in implementing 
spreadsheets efficiently[ 10, 50]. 

3.1. Individual Invariants 

In our Finite Differencing framework bottlenecks are restricted to program expressions that 
are a priori expensive, side-effect free, and functional. These expressions are single syntactic units 
recognizable using tree pattern matching. Examples are products (which are more expensive than 
sums) and set formers {x ¢ s l k(x)} (which are costlier than computing predicate k(x) only once). 

However, local analysis is not sufficient to determine which invariants, if any, are best suited 
to remove a bottleneck. This choice depends on a careful global analysis of the way variables are 
modified in the environment containing the bottleneck. The analysis should determine with rea- 
sonable assurance whether Finite Differencing would actually improve code; that is, whether the 
cumulative cost of maintaining invariants is less than the cost of computing the original computa- 
tional bottlenecks. 

To appreciate the difficulty of 'fitting' invariants to bottlenecks, let us look at a few illustra- 
tive examples. We know it is profitable to maintain an invariant e = xxc to avoid computing a 
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product xxc in a program region R (of high execution frequency) in which c is a region constant 
and x is only incremented and decremented by constants. However, if a product x x d can also be 
assigned to x within R, then differencing might not pay. 

Sometimes it is resourceful to use the same invariant to remove different bottlenecks. For 
example, consider two set formers {x e s I fix) = ql} and {y e s I f(y) = q2} inside a program 
region R where set s undergoes element addition and deletion, finite function f undergoes indexed 
assignments fix) := z, and expressions ql and q2 involve only free variables (i.e., variables not 
bound to their respective set formers) that can undergo arbitrary change. Then within R we can 
efficiently maintain the following inderdinvariant: 

e = {[f(w), w]: w e s} 

and replace the expensive set formers by more efficient retrievals e{ql} and e{q2} respectively. 
However, if instead of  the preceding two set formers, R contained set former {x e s I f(x) = c}, 
where c is a region constant, then no index is necessary. It suffices to maintain equality 

e = {x ~. s I f(x) = c} 

as an invariant, and replace occurrences of the set former by the stored value e. 

For different dynamic environments we may also choose different invariants to remove the 
same boUaeneck. Consider operation min/s, which denotes the smallest element of  a set s. If s is 
only modified by assigrmaent to the empty set and element addition, then an oblivious implementa- 
tion of  invariant e = min/s in O(1) time and space is possible to avoid the linear time search 
through s. However, in a dynamic environment where min/s is deleted from s, we only know how 
to use a more expensive heap implementation. 

An 'expert' system is needed to choose the 'most specific' invariant suited to a bottleneck 
and its dynamic environment. Recognizing the most specific invariants for handling expression 
min/{m~ff{x}: x in domain f} (which denotes the minimum of minima) is at the heart of  Floyd's 
single source shortest path algorithm[17]. Within an abstract form of  the algorithm f{x} is either 
augmented by a new value or is set to empty if min/f{x} is a minimum of minima. (This is the clas- 
sical deleltmin operation applied to the domain of f.) By using the oblivious implementation for 
each of  the minima El(x) = min/f{ x } and the heap implementation for the outermost minimum, we 
obtain an asymptotic space compression over a naive implementation. 

A rally general specification of  Finite Differencing requires sophisticated pattern matching, 
in which patterns, incorporating properties obtained from global analysis, can be partially ordered 
by a substunption relation. For this purpose we use nonlinear patterns. 

Definition: The set of nonlinear patterns consists of variables, constants, and any term 
f (P 1, " " ", P/) where f i s a  function symbol of  arity k and p 1, " " ,  Pk are patterns. 

Linear palaems are nonlinear ones in which no pattem variable occurs more than once. Nonlinear 
pattern matching is defined as follows: 

Definition: Pattern Pl  is said to subsume (i.e., be more general than) pattern p2,  denoted by 
Pl  >-P2, iffeither (i) P l  is a variable, or (i i)pl is f ( x l ,  - . - ,  xk),P: i s f ( y l ,  . . . ,  Yk), xi >-Yi for 
i = 1, . .  •, k, and every occurrence of  the same pattem variable in p 1 should match equal patterns 
inp2. Rdation > is called the subsumption relation. 

Patterns can also include special variables that match two extreme cases - (1) region constant 
expressions, and (2) expressions whose variables undergo unrestricted modification. We call these 
second kind of  expressions discontinuities; the pattern variables that match them are called 
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discontinuity parameters. By convention, if q is a discontinuity parameter, v matches any variable 
undergoing prescribed modification, e matches any region constant, and d is a specific constant, we 
order them q > v > c > d. 

Once a collection of  invariants is determined, the partial difference calculus based on 
Paige[37] can be used to schedule how they arc maintained. Within this calculus invafiants are res- 
tricted to the following general form: 

(1) 3 y l  ~ f(xl ..... xn),3 y2E yl , . . . ,3yk~ yk-1 l y k f E  

where f is an n-variate function, which is set valued when k > 0. In its simplest form when k--0, 
formula (1) reduces to an equality E = f(xl ..... xn). Such an invariant is maintained in a program 
region R by establishing it on entry to R, and by updating E at each point in R when any of  the 
parameters xi i=l,...~a is modified. Whenever invariant (1) can be maintained at each point in R 
where expression ~ . . .  ~f (x l  ..... xn) (k applications of  arbitrary choice from set f(xl ..... xn)) occurs, 
such occurrences are redundant and can be replaced by E. Invariant (I) may also imply certain 
other critical identities that support the correctness of other fruitful code replacements. 

More formally, let E :=: I(xl ..... xn) denote a particular invariant (1) to be maintained and 
exploited in a program region R, where xl ..... xn are the input parameters, and E is the output 
parameter. Here, I represents the abstract form of invariant (belonging to a library of  such forms) 
being instantiated in R; parameters xl  ..... xn are program variables, region consta_nts, or discon- 
tinuity parameters, and E represents a new program variable uniquely associated with (1). When 
the parameters xl,...,xn arc understood or are irrelevant, it is sometimes convenient to use the out- 
put variable E to stand for invariant (1). We call (1) the Defining Invariant and associate with it one 
or more rewrite rules, ei -> ei' i=l,...k, where ei and ei' are patterns matching side-effect free 
expressions that behave like functions. Expressions e l,...,ek ate called replaceable terms, and 
el',...,eta' ate called replacing terms. In a program region where E is maintained each program 
expression that ei matches will be replaced by ei' i=l,...,k. We require that 

(i) at any program point where invariant (1) holds, replacement of  ei by ei '  must preserve pro- 
gram meaning, i=l ..... ,k; 

(ii) for i=l ..... k each replaceable term ei may depend on parameters xl,...;xn, but not E, whereas 
ei' must involve E and may also involve xl ..... xn; 

(iii) there must be one distinguished rule e -> e' ,  called the binding rule, in which e involves all of 
the parameters xl ..... xn; within this nile e is called the binding term; 

(iv) no two different replaceable terms can match the same program expression; 

(v) repeated reduction should terminate. 

We also associate with invariant (1) code that should be executed in order to reestablish (1) 
Coy updating E) when it is falsified at program points where any program variables among the 
parameters xl ..... xn is modified. This code is called partial difference code. Suppose that (1) holds 
just prior to a modification dx to a variable x on which (1) depends. Let B1 and B2 be two possi- 
bly empty.code blocks such that 

(i) B 1 and B2 only modify E and variables local to these blocks; 

(ii) If  invariant (I) holds on entry to B1, then it holds at each point where any of  its replaceable 
terms appear within B 1, B2, and dx. 

Off) The Hoare Formula {E :=: I(xl ..... xn)} B1 dx B2 {E :=: I(xl ..... xn)} is satisfied. 
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Then we say that B1 and B2 are pre- and post-difference code blocks of E with respect to 
modification dx and are denoted by ~-E<dx> and ~+E<dx> respectively. Note that all occurrences 
of  x within 3-E<dx> refer to the old value of x and that all occurrences of  x within O+E<dx> refer 
to the new value of  x. 

Difference rides are specified in terms of modification patterns dxi for any of  the parameters 
xi i=l,...,n that are program variables. Pattern dxi can involve any of the input parameters xl ..... xn 
(but not E) and additional patterns that match program expressions. For the difference rules to be 
well-defined, no two different modification patterns can match the same modification within a pro- 
gram. 

Also associated with (1) is code that establishes the defining invariant on entry to the region 
where it is maintained. 

In the simplest application of finite differencing, where a single invariant E :=: I(xl,...,xn) is 
maintained in a code region R, we transform R by, 

(i) inserting code to establish E on entry to R, 

(ii) replacing each modification dx in R to any variable x on which E depends by O-E<dx> dx 
a+E,<dx>, and 

(ii) periorming repeated reductions proceeding bottom-up within R, in which every occurrence of 
a replaceable term ei within R and within the difference code introduced in the previous step 
is replaced by an occurrence of  ei', i=l,...,k 

If  we assume that E holds on entry to R, then the insertion of  difference code makes all occurrences 
of  ei inside R replaceable by el'. The formal correctness proof found in[33] (and which follows 
directly fi~m the definition of  the invariant - and especially from the obvious fact that the differ- 
ence code for E relative to any modification to a variable on which E does not depend is empty) 
extends to this more general framework. Apart from the code that establishes E on entry to R, the 
new progl~a'n region formed from R by steps (ii) and (iii) above is called the Differential of  E with 
respect to R, and is denoted by DE<R>. As was noted in[33] the differential operator is linear with 
respect to sequential code blocks; i.e., OE<Q;R> = OE<Q>;aE<R>. 

Before going on to describe the remaining aspects of  the partial difference calculus, it is use- 
ful to look more closely at invariants using illustrative examples. Consider once again the invari- 
ant E :=: heap(s), which maintains set s as a 2-beap [52], implemented with vector E; let min/s -> 
E,(1) be the binding rewrite rule. The difference code for E with respect to the delete-rain operation 
s less:= min/s is the well-known 'siftdown' code[l]. However, it is incorrect to make sif'~lown the 
pre-difference 3-E<s less:=min/s> with an empty post-difference, because the occurrence of 
replaceable term min/s within the delete-rain operation would not be redundant. An empty pre- 
difference with siftdown as the post-difference is correct. 

Next, consider an invariant E = {x E t I f(x) e S} with binding ride {x E t l f(x) ~ S} -> E and 
pre-difference rule 

aE<s u :=  A> = E u : =  {x ~ t I f(x) E A} 

where the post-difference is empty, and A is a pattern that matches any set valued expression. 
Unfortunately, the code implied by OE<s u :=  {x ~ t I f(x) E S}> without performing any reduc- 
tions is 
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E u : =  {xe t l f ( x ) e  {ye tl f(y)e s}} 
s u : =  {xe tl f(x) e s} 

and the invariant only holds at the first of two occurrences of the replaceable term. Unlike the heap 
example, this time switching the pre-difference and post-difference code would not be correct. 
One solution is to precondition the program before finite differencing so that sets are only modified 
in terms of element additions and deletions. Then instead of the previous difference rule we would 
use  

3-E<s with:= x> = (fory e {u e t I flu) = x}) 
E with:= y 

end 

where x is a pattern that matches any variable or region constant. 

One last example illustrates bow maintenance of one invariant may require repeated reduc- 
tion to remove nested bottlenecks. Consider the invariant e = { [f(x),x]: x e s } to be used in remov- 
ing the following costly expression: 

{ye s l f (y )=  {we s l f (w)=q}} 

where q involves only free variables (of these two set formers) that can undergo arbitrary 
modification. Application of the differential results in two applications of the rewrite rule {x E s I 
fix) = q'} -> e{q'} to reduce the costly program expression to e{e{q}}. In this example q' is a 
discontinuity parameter matching any expression not containing the bound variable of the set 
former. Thus, if the program expression q involved y, then only only the inner set former would be 
reduced. Likewise if q involved w but not y, then only the outer set former would be reduced. 
Note that this example does not violate the rule against a replaceable term involving the output 
parameter e; here the replaceable term involves q', which matches e. 

Of course, the condition that reductions terminate is important. Such termination is 
guaranteed if we can ensure that reductions simplify code by reducing the number of 'expensive' 
operations. Instead of providing a restricted rewrite rule syntax that guarantees termination, we 
prefer a more flexibile approach, which requires a separate termination proof for each finite dif- 
ferencing instance. 

So far we have focussed on recognizing bottlenecks removable by a single invariant in isola- 
tion. However, when more than one invariant is needed, the possible interactions that arise 
between them complicate the process of recognizing bottlenecks, selecting invariants, and schedul- 
ing the code that maintains these invariants. The next few subsections investigate these interac- 
tions. 

3.2. Sets of  Invariants 

The algorithms to recognize bottlenecks and to choose and maintain invariants make use of a 
library of invariant specifications. Within this library invariants are distinguished by the binding 
term together with the dynamic environment (i.e., the set of modifications contained in the differ- 
ence rules). Invariants are also partially ordered by subsumption as follows. Let E1 and E2 be two 
invariants with dynamic environments D1 and D2, and binding terms tl and 12 respectively. Then 
E1 subsumes E2 i f t l  subsumes 12 and forall modifications d2 in D2, there exists a pattern dl in D1 
such that dl subsumes d2. In order to select invariants deterministically, we require that no two 
incomparable invariants in the library can both subsume the same invariant (not necessarily in the 
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library). (This condition is adapted from Hoffmann and O'Donnell 's simple pattern forest condi- 

tion[25].) 

Bottlenecks are recognized and invariants are chosen by matching the binding terms (which 
involve all the input parameters of  their invariants) to the program P from innermost to outermost 
expression of  P. As a side effect, matching binds the parameters of  the selected invariant E :=: 
I(xl ..... xn) to program entities yl ..... yn. The Invariant is chosen only if it contains difference code 
with respecx to every modification in P to a variable on which the invariant depends. If  this invari- 
ant has not been previously selected, then output parameter E is bound to a new program variable 
not occurring in P. In case more than one invariant matches, we choose the most specific one. In 
case one bottleneck is properly enclosed in another, we process the innermost one first. 
Bottlenenecks occurring within assignment statements have highest priority, since simplification of 
the dynamic environment of  P may increase oppommities for removing other bottlenecks, and may 
also lead to generally simpler difference code. 

In order to determine all the invariants in advance (before their maintenance is scheduled), 
we partly simulate the reductions and difference code insertions that would be done to maintain 
each prospective invariant. Thus, for the recognition phase to terminate with a finite collection of  
invariants, we need to ensure that the rewriting system arising from the set of  possibly interacting 
invariants terminates. By keeping track of all invariants and recognizing redundant invariants 
(i.e., when to use the same invariant for different bottlenecks) as the analysis proceeds bottom-up, 
we can keep the number of  invariants down and guarantee the following crucial correctness condi- 
tion: that the dependency graph, formed by drawing edges from invariants to the program variables 
on which they depend, is a dag. 

Although termination proofs are left outside the finite differencing framework, it is 
worthwhile to mention several possible causes of  nontermination. Nontermination can result from 
an invariant containing rewrite rules involving discontinuity parameters q, such as q -> e'.  Also, 
unbridled use of  identity invariants E = x can lead to runaway renaming of  variables. 

There is one special case, where automatic detection of  a nonterminating condition is desir- 
able. We assume that an expression f(xl ..... xn) is an unremovable bottleneck, if it appears on the 
right-hand-side of  an assignment, whose left-hand-side can be traced in a forward data-flow direc- 
tion to any of  the variables xl ..... xn. The preceding condition is called an o c c u r s  check after a 
similar condition that determines that a set of term equations cannot be unified[40]. 

Suppose we tried to maintain invariant E = xxc to remove the product appearing in assign- 
ment x := xxc. Then the post-difference code E := E x c would just generate a new product. To 
remove this new product, we would generate yet another product, and so forth. 

In order to make the current definitions precise and also realistic, we need to resolve three 
remaining issues. According to the definition of Invariant, it is possible for the replaceable terms 
in the nonbinding rewrite rules of  two or more different invariants to match the same program 
expression. In this case only one of  the rewrite rules will be chosen arbitrarily for reduction. This 
form of non,determinism is desirable in order to exploit the global effect of  several invariants. It 
also captures the classical technique of  Linear Test Replacement in our more general frame- 
work[44]. 

For a simple example of  Linear Test Replacement, consider two invariants e 1 = x × el and e2 
= x x c2, where el and c2 are distinct region constants, and x is modified by increments x +:= 1. 
The binding rewrite rules are xxcl -> el and xxc2 -> e2, but the nonbinding rules are x > c3 -> el 
> e3xcl and x > e3 -> e2 > c3xc2, where c3 is a region constant. Clearly, only one of  these 
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nonbinding rules can be chosen for reduction. 

In Linear Test Replacement the nonbinding reduction is only performed if the variable x is 
rendered useless; i.e., its value is not referenced in any control structure, and it does not contribute 
either directly or indirectly to program output. Thus, as a practical matter, it is important to con- 
sider reductions conditionally based on the global effect of  maintaining several invariants. In this 
case, it is based on whether or not variable x would be made useless. 

It is worth mentioning two other examples Where useless variable analysis determines 
whether an invariant can be used at all. Consider a variable x and region constants c and d occur- 
ring in a program region R. It is profitable to use invariant E = xxc to remove a product xxc in R, 
where x is modified by x := xxd, if  the difference code 

~E<x := xxd> = E := E x d, 

makes x useless in R. The number of  products is reduced by one. Of course, if  x is not made use- 
less, then finite differencing will degrade performance. The same argument can be made for the 
greedier goal of eliminating a sum x + c in a region where x can be modfied by x +:= d. This 
second example can be found in several papers on reduction in strength (e.g., Lowry and 
Medlock[30]). 

For completeness we also require that any collection of invariants include an implicit rule for 
detection and removal of  any region constant expression, both in the original code and in any 
difference code introduced. In the last example products c3xcl and c3xc2, introduced by nonbind- 
ing reductions, are region constants since el,  e2, and c3 are. 

Determining all of the invariants before scheduling how to maintain them allows us to 
integrate such global cleanup optimizations as useless code elimination, constant folding, redun- 
dant and useless code elimination with finite differencing more efficiently than if cleanup came 
after scheduling. By folding global analysis of  useless code together with analysis of  invariants we 
can use efficient local processing to predict which invariants do not have to be maintained. Such 
information can also serve as a condition for choosing other invariants. More generally, advanced 
knowledge about the final maintenance code contributes to efficient scheduling, especially in 
allowing the same invariant (and not redundant copies) to be used for preventing different 
occurrences of bottlenecks. 

Following Paige and Koenig[33] and Paige[37], the task of scheduling the difference code for 
invariants can be solved by extending the definitions of  difference code and the differential within 
a partial difference calculus. Consider n invariants to be maintained in a program region R, in 
which each invariant Ej, j=l,...,n can depend only on underlying program variables xl  ..... xm and 
Ei, i=l,..,j-1. Then the difference code and differentials for single invariants can be combined alge- 
braically to obtain differentials and difference code for all of the invariants collectively. The col- 
lective differential of  E1,...,En with respect to R is denoted by ~{E1 ..... En}<R>. The collective 
pre- and post-difference code blocks with respect to a modification dx to a variable x are denoted 
by ~-{E1 ..... En}<dx> and 3+{E1,...,En}<dx> respectively. A chain nile is used to derive the code 
for collective differentials and difference blocks based on the simpler rules for single invariants. 

But before stating the chain rule it is useful to illustrate three different kinds of  interactions 
between invariants. We consider the following four basic kinds of interaction: 

(i) when two distinct invariants share the same variable as an input parameter, it is called hor- 
izontal interaction; 
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(ii) when an output variable of  one invariant E1 is an input variable of  another invariant E2, it is 
called vertical interaction, and we say that E2 depends on El;  

(iii) When the dynamic program environment is modified by an invariant E that reduces the 
riffht-hand-side of  an assignment statement, it is called dynamic interaction, and we say that E 
is dynamic; 

(iv) when the difference code of  one invariant E1 with respect to a change dx to variable x con- 
tains a replaceable term e for another invariant E2, it is called supporting interaction, and we 
say' that E1 supports E2 with respect to dx. 

For these, four cases and for the general rules to be presented, we show how to carefitlly order the 
code that maintains a collection of  invariants correctly and efficiently without having to perform 
potentially costly copy operations. 

3.3. Horizontal and Vertical Interaction 

When sets of  invariants are limited to horizontal and vertical interaction with no dynamic or 
supporting interaction, then the process of  recognizing bottlenecks (by matching the binding terms 
and dynamic environments of  invariants) and scheduling difference code is greatly simplified. All 
such bottlenecks are detected within the program region R being analyzed (in a bottom-up pass), 
and none are introduced within the difference code of invariants. In the absence of dynamic 
interaction, the dynamic environment is stable. Also, performing reductions is straightforward 
with tie breaking between nonbinding rewrite rules by arbitrary selection. All of  these properties 
make termination proofs easy. 

First consider the easiest case, where the only form of interaction is horizontal. Let E1 :=: 
II(x) and[ E2 :=: I2(x) be two invariants that depend on a common argument x but do not depend on 
each other. Suppose that these two invariants are falsified by a modification dx to x. Suppose also 
that the pre-difference code for E1 (respectively E2) with respect to dx contains no occurrences of 
replaceable terms of  E2 (respectively El). Then the collective pre- and post-difference code is, 

~t-{E1,E2}<dx> = b-El<dx> ~-E2<dx> 
o r  

~-E2<dx> b-El<dx> 

i~+{E1,E2}<dx> = O+El<dx> O+E2<dx> 
o r  

O+E2<dx> O+E 1 <dx> 

For example, consider the defining invariants E1 = [sal(x): x ~ s] and E2 = #s, and the 
modificalion s with:= z. In taking the differential of  E1 and E2 relative to a program region R, the 
differenog code insertion and the obvious binding rules [sal(x): x ~ s] -> E1 and #s -> E2 would be 
carried out in a straightforward way. 

A more unusual example is that of  the two defining invariants El = {[f(x),x]: x ~ s} and E2 = 
{[g(x),x]: x e s} with binding rifles {x ~ s I f(x) = ql} -> El{ql} and {x E s I g(x) = q2} -> 
E1 {q2}, where ql  and q2 are discontinuity parameters. Difference code insertion relative to ele- 
ment additions to and deletions from s and indexed assignments to f and g are straightforward. 
However, this example illustrates reductions being performed in different orders within the same 
program region. Program expression {x ~ s I f(x) = {y ~ s I g(y) = u+v}} is reduced to 
El{E2{u÷v} }, while expression {x ~ s I g(x) = {y ~ s I fly) = u+v} } is reduced to E2{El{u+v} }. 
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Clearly, this poses no problem for bottom-up reduction, and a generalized form of pre<lifference, 
post-difference, and differential for collections of  invariants is easy. 

Let us now permit vertical as well as horizontal interaction. Suppose that one invariant El  
:=: f(E2) depends on another invariant E2 :=: g(x) and perhaps also on x. Then we must form the 
difference of  E1 with respect to the difference of E2 with respect to changes in x, as the following 
collective difference rule indicates: 

a- {El,E2 }<dx> = aEl<a-E2<(lx>> 
a-El<dx> 

a+{E1,E2}<dx> = a+El<dx> 
aEl<a+E2<dx>> 

Exchanging E1 and E2 in the code just above would be incorrect, since E2 would not be reesta- 
blished relative to any modification to E1 occurring in the difference code for E1 with respect to 
dx. 

The two equalities E1 = #E2 and E2 = {x E s I k(s)} and the modification s with:= z exem- 
plify this kind of  interaction. Note also, that when set E2 is augmented, then E1 is incremented 
without making any reference to E2. Consequently, E1 is not needed to maintain E2. If  it is not 
needed for any other purpose, it can be eliminated. 

As was observed in[M], vertical interaction can make invariants and the code that maintains 
them useless. However, that reference applied global useless code elimination to remove useless 
invariants after they were maintained in a program. Here, however, we want to integrate useless 
invariant analysis with finite differencing to make this analysis more efficient and to make dif- 
ferencing more powerful. In general the output parameter E of  an invariant is useless if it is the 
input variable to some other invariant and, 

(i) no difference code for any invariant (that depends on E) with respect to E makes reference to 
E; 

(ii) all occurrences of  E introduced by reductions are eliminated by further reductions due to 
other invariants 

(iii) no reference to E introduced within its own difference code is part of  a control structure and 
can determine whether or not any useful statements are executed. 

For example, in a program region R where n is incremented by 1 repeatedly, we can remove 
the nest of bottlenecks in the naive compound growth formula P x (1 + r) n using the three invari- 
ants: tl = 1 + r, t2 = tl n, and t3 = P x t2. Invariant t2 is useless, because it is not referenced by the 
difference code maintaining t3. 

Next consider an interesting special case when a new invariant is formed from an old one by 
parameter substitution in which the same parameter appears more than once. How do we maintain 
invariant 

(4) E :=: f(x,x,...,x,xm+l ..... xn) 

with respect to a modification dx to the variable x (occurring m times)? An easy answer is to 
replace (4) with m - 1 copies of  x using invariants Ei = x, i=l ..... m-1 and E'  :=: f(x,El ..... Em- 
1,xm+l ..... xn). However, more space efficient methods, requiring no more than one copy (and 
sometimes no copies) of  x, were presented in [37]. The idea is to first consider the difference rules 
for the related function (formed from (4) by replacing the m occurrences of  x by new variables 
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xl ..... xm, each containing the value of x) 

(4') E ' =  f(xl  ..... xn) 

with respect to successive modifications dxi i=l ..... m, each just the same as dx. Then we can 
sometimes distribute this difference code both before and after the modification dx in such a way 
that all occurrences of  xi, i=l ..... m within the difference code placed before dx refers only to the 
old value of  x (before it is changed), and all such occurrences in the difference code place after dx 
refers to the new value of  x. 

For example, consider the cross product s x s of  set s, when the library of invariants only con- 
tains an itwariant E = t x q with difference rules 

3-E<t with:= a> = (for y e q) E with:= [a,y] 
and 

3-E<q with:= a> = (for y e 0 E with:= [y,a] 

Rearangement of the preceding difference code around a single modification to s leads to the fol- 
lowing correct difference code for s x s: 

(for y e s) E with:= [a,y] 
s with:= a 
(tbr y e s) E with:= [y,a] 

Various papers on Fortran strength reduction (e.g., Allen, el. al.[3]) discuss handling product i x i 
as a special case. The reader should refer to[37] for details of  the general method. 

We conclude this subsection with a simple chain rule that extends the previous definitions of 
pre- and post-difference code and differentials from single invariants to collections. Suppose we 
have a set {El ..... En} of  invariants whose dependency graph forms a dag and contains only hor- 
izontal and vertical interactions. Then the collective differential of  {El ..... En} relative to a pro- 
gram region R, denoted by 0{El ..... En}<R> is a new code block formed from R by taking the fol- 
lowing two steps: 

(i) for each modification dx occurring within R, pick some E1 that does not depend on any of the 
output variables E2,...,En, and replace dx by O{E2,...,En}<OEl<dx>>; 

(ii) perform repeated reductions associated with each of  the invariants E1,. .~n throughout the 
rest of  B. 

If  the conditions of  step (ii) above hold, then the collective pre- and post-difference code 
blocks are.: 

O-.{E1,...,En}<dx> = ~ {E2,...,En}<O-El<dx>> 
- { E2,.,.,En } <dx> 

0+{El ...... En}<dx>= 0+{E2,,..,En]<dx> 
O{E2,...,En}<3+El<dx>> 

Once again we can adapt the chain nile proof from[33] to this slightly different setting. The recur- 
sive step (i) always terminates. 
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3.4. Dynamic and Supporting Invariants 

Allowing dynamic interaction alters analysis for invariants significantly and changes the 
logic of  the chain rule from the last subsection. Allowing maintenance of  one invariant to intro- 
duce new bottlenecks whose removal would require new invariants to be maintained (as in Briggs's 
algorithm) complicates both the selection and scheduling of invariants. Since now invariants can 
be selected based on matching binding terms occurring within the difference code as well as in the 
original program text, proving a reasonable finite bound on the number of  invariants selected can 
be a problem. 

Let us first consider dynamic interaction. Suppose we want to remove the sum contained in 
the assignment j := i + c using invariant E1 = i + c in a program region R. Then because of the 
'occurs check' condition, for i + c to be removable, no modification to i occurring in R can depend 
on j either directly or indirectly. (Recall our conservative flow assumptions that any statement can 
be executed after any other statement.) Further, we know that any other invariant E2 = f0) cannot 
be used to remove an occurrence of expression f(j) on the fight-hand-side of  an assignment to any 
variable on which i depends either directly or indirectly. 

The preceding observation leads to a general rule for analyzing invariants. Let S be the set of 
all expressions matched by binding terms of invariants and occurring in assignments. Then S must 
contain an expression f(xl,..,xn), involving variables xl ..... xn, with the following property. No 
other expression belonging to S can occur within any assignment to a variable on which any of  the 
variables xl ..... xn depend, either directly or indirectly. We call f(xl,..,xn) minimal, and observe 
that S can be partially ordered. Thus, to handle dynamic interaction properly, invariant analysis 
must be modified to first examine assignment statements in topological order starting from 
minimal expressions. After that the remaining expressions can be examined bottom-up. 

With dynamic interaction we modify the recursive step of  the chain rule in the preceding sub- 
section in the following way. Let dx be a modification to a variable x. To compute the differential 
a{E1,...,En}<dx> we perform the following steps: 

(i) first perform repeated reductions within dx using any of  the invariants that do not depend on 
x; 

(ii) take the differential a{Ei,...,En}<dx'> (as in the preceding subsection) of  the remaining 
invariants Ei,...,En with respect to the new modification dx' resulting from step (i). 

Finally, consider supporting interaction. Suppose that the difference code of  one invariant E1 
= g(x) with respect to a change dx to variable x contains the binding term f(x) of  another invariant 
E2 = f(x); i.e., invariant E2 supports invariant E1 with respect to dx. Suppose also that E1 does not 
support E2 with respect to dx or with respect to any modifications to E1 in the difference code for 
E1 with respect to dx. Finally, suppose that E1 does not depend on E2. In this case the differential 
of  E2 with respect to the pre-difference block a-El<dx> (respectively postdifference a+El<dx>) 
will replace occurrences of fix) involving the old value of  x (respectively new value of  x) appear- 
ing in these blocks by occurrences of E2. The correct collective difference code is, 

a-{E2,EI }<dx> = aE2<a-El<dx>> 
a-E2<dx> 

a+{E2,E1 }<dx> = a+E2<dx> 
aE2<a+El<dx>> 
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Observe that the collection of  reference counts embodied in the equalities E2(w) = #[x ~ t I x 
= w] supports the equality E1 = {x: x ¢ t} with respect to the modification t with:= z. For this 
example, t is a tuple, t with:= z concatenates z to the end oft ,  E1 stores the set of  values in tuple t, 
and expression [x ¢ t I x = w] forms a new tuple containing all the elements of t with value w. 

To appreciate the preceding conditions consider two invariants E1 = fl(x) and E2 = f2(x), 
which both depend on the same variable x. Let dx be an assignment to x, and let a+El<x> and 
a+E2<x> be empty. If a-E2<x> contains an occurrence of  fl(x), then it will not be redundant 
within the differential 

a{E2,E1 }<x> = a-El<x> 
a-E2<x> 
dx 

because this occurrence involves the old value of  x; but El ,  being just modified, reflects the new 
value ofx.  

Briggs's method extends the preceding idea further. In order to tabulate a d-th degree poly- 
nomial l~',x), he used d÷l invariants, t = p(x), tl = pl(x), t2 = p2(x),...,td = pd, where tl  supports t 
with respect to a change dx in x, and ti+l supports ti with respect to dx i= 1,...d-1. Since none of 
the difference code for tl,...,td contains occurrences of p(x), we can guess that the correct differen- 
tial is 

a{t,tl ..... td}<dx> =a{ t l  ..... td}<at<dx>> 

Continuing to unwind the differential is straightforward. 

It is interesting to examine some arithmetic examples that have inspired traditional strength 
reduction. Consider invariants for sums E1 = x + c, where c is a constant, and for products E2 = x 
× y. Rele, vant difference rules include: 

a-El<x +:= y> = E1 +:= y 
a-E2<x +:= z> = E2 +:= zxy 

Note that the difference code for E1 makes no reference to x, so is capable of making x useless. 
Note also, that the difference code for E2 is worthwhile only if it can be supported by an invariant 
E3 = z×y. 

It turns out that these invariants for sums and products can reduce all products in a d-th 
degree polynomial p(x) programmed using Homer's rule in a loop where x is incremented by a 
eonstanL A similar observation has been made before by Cooke and Schwartz[9] and Allen, 
Cocke, and Kennedy[3]. What has not teen said is that the result does not reproduce Briggs's 
method, but produces over d! sums and temporaries. Cleanup improves matters by only small con- 
stant fact~rs. 

The reason is this. A d-th degree polynomial written out using Homer's Rule requires d 
invariants to remove the visible products. But each of  these invariants must be supported by other 
products occurring in difference code but not directly in the polynomial. To count the number of 
invariants and also the number of  operations in the collective difference code, it is useful to con- 
sider the degree of  each argument of  a product E = TxQ for each invariant E. Let temps(i,j) be one 
plus the number of  invariants that either directly or indirectly support an invariant E = TxQ, where 
T has degree i and Q has degree j. For our example, note that one of the arguments is always x, 
which has degree 1, or is a constant, which has degree 0. 
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R is easy to see that 

temps(0,0) = 1, 
temps(I,0) = 2, 
temps(0,i) = 1 + i temps(0,i-1), and 

temps(1,i) = 1 + temps(0,i) + i temps(1,i - 1) 

The total number of  invariants generated is, 

d 
temps(1,i) = O(d!) 

i=o 

The total number of  operations is comparable. In Part II of this paper we give a simple transforma- 
tion integrated with the chain rule to recover Briggs's method exactly. 

One last example is about detecting all region constant expressions in a parse tree, where 
free(x) maps each expression node x to the set of  free parameters on which x depends; RC is the set 
of nodes that are constant denotations, and RCV is the set of variable nodes that are region con- 
stants. Then the set of  nodes corresponding to region constant expressions is specified by 

lfpn.  {x ~ domain free I free(x) £ n u RCV u R C ]  

which is the least fixed point of the set former relative to parameter n. The fixed point can be com- 
puted by the following code: 

n:={} 
( while 3 x e {y e domain free I #(free(y) - (RCV u RC u n)) = 0}) 

n w i t h : =  X 

end 

which follows from an easy fixed point argument[7,11,48]. Bottom-up analysis of  the cosily com- 
putation at the top of  the while-loop determines the following six invariants, 

e l  = RCV u RC 
e 2 = e l  t.)n 
e3 = {[y,w] e free I w ~ e2} 
e4(y) = #e3 {y } 
e5 = free -1 
e6 = {y E domain free I e4(y) = 0} 

where e5 supports e3 relative to element additions to e2. Further analysis determines that e l  is a 
region constant, e2 and e3 are useless invariants, and the result of  the chain rule is the expected 
linear time code. 

Consider the general case o f n  invariants, Ei i=l  ..... n. We say that E1 is minimal with respect 
to invariants {El ..... En} and a modification dx if 

(i) E1 does not depend on any of  the variables Ei, i=2,...,n; and 

(ii) E1 does not support Ei, i=2,...,n with respect to dx; 

Then the collective differential ~{E1 ..... En}<R> is a new code block formed from R by, 

(i) first performing reductions within dx from all those invariants that do not depend on x; 

(ii) next replacing each modification dx occurring within R by ~{E2,...,En}<~El<dx>> where E1 
is minimal with respect to Ei, i=l,..,n and dx; 
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(iii) finally, perform repeated reductions associated with each of the invariants E1,..,En 
throughout the rest of B. 

4. Postscript 

Part II of this paper presents a taxonomy of finite differencing problems and solutions based 
on the fr~Lmework discussed in Part I. In particular finite differencing is divided into linear dif- 
ferencing in which invariants can only depend on one variable. Within this category is one-level 
linear differencing in which reductions are highly simplified and only horizontal interaction of 
invariants are permitted. This class corresponds to early reduction in strength[44]. 

In nmlti-level linear differencing all interactions are allowed. We present a one-pass linear 
randomized time algorithm that improves on the classical strength reduction algorithms of[8, 9, 30]. 
We then consider two aspects of nonlinear differencing, where invariants can depend on more than 
one variahie. First we present an efficient algorithm supporting a variety of arithmetic identities. 
Next, no~tlinear finite differencing is discussed from a transformational perspective. That is, we 
consider a very high level, declaration free, strongly typed, functional problem specification 
language implemented in RAFFS. Typings and universal sets are inferred from problem 
specifications. Further analysis to compile efficient data structures that implement sets and maps is 
obtained by transformations that are both guided by earlier analysis and also propagate modified 
semantic information for use by later transformations. Three successive transformations - fixed 
point iteration, set theoretic finite differencing, and data structure selection compile the 
specification language into C. In this context, we discuss the finite differencing phase of the high 
level compiler. Set theoretic finite differencing is also used to derive major pieces of the algorithms 
presented. 
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